Abstract-We provide efficient algorithms to calculate first and second order gradients of the cost of a control law with respect to its parameters, to speed up policy optimization. We achieve robustness by simultaneously designing one control law for multiple models with potentially different model structures, which represent model uncertainty and unmodeled dynamics. Providing explicit examples of possible unmodeled dynamics during the control design process is easier for the designer and is more effective than providing simulated perturbations to increase robustness, as is currently done in machine learning. Our approach supports the design of deterministic nonlinear and time varying controllers for both deterministic and stochastic nonlinear and time varying systems, including policies with internal state such as observers or other state estimators. We highlight the benefit of control laws made up of collections of simple policies where only one component policy is active at a time. Controller optimization and learning is particularly fast and effective in this situation because derivatives are decoupled.
I. INTRODUCTION
Parametric modeling error and unmodeled dynamics are a problem for model-based control law (policy) design and learning algorithms, such as dynamic programming and most forms of trajectory optimization. A heuristic approach to robust control law design popular in machine learning is to optimize a policy by evaluating its performance in simulation on a distribution of possible models [1] - [12] . This paper describes how to make this design approach more efficient by propagating gradients backward along simulated trajectories.
Policy optimization is closely related to optimal output feedback design. Our contribution to the output feedback controller optimization community is efficient gradient methods to design time varying and nonlinear optimal output feedback as well as feedforward input for time varying and nonlinear plants. We present a robust control design approach that handles multiple models with different structures (for example, number of state variables). Our method also handles policies with internal state, allowing the simultaneous design of robust control laws and state estimators. A contribution to the machine learning community is to emphasize that uncorrelated additive or multiplicative noise is a poor proxy for unmodeled dynamics. The challenging aspect of unmodeled dynamics is that small errors are correlated across time, leading to large effects. We also emphasize the benefits of analytic first and second order gradients, and the benefits of Newton (second order) algorithms for model-based policy optimization. We highlight the benefit of control laws made up of collections of simple policies where only one simple policy is active at a time.
C. G. Atkeson is with the Robotics Institute, Carnegie Mellon University, 5000 Forbes Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA, USA cga@cmu.edu This paper focuses on designing control laws for systems with discrete time dynamics, as the algorithms are similar for systems with continuous time dynamics, and our robots typically learn discrete time models. We have found many of the tasks we want to do are largely deterministic rather than stochastic, so we focus our discussion here on how to design deterministic nonlinear and potentially time varying discrete time control laws. For cases where the multiple models all have the same state vector, the common policy is u = π π(x, p), where u is a vector of controls of dimensionality N u , x is the state vector of the controlled system (dimensionality N x ), and p is a policy parameter vector of dimensionality N p that describes the policy π π(). This approach attempts to handle unmodeled dynamics including time delays, bandwidth or power limits on actuation, unmodeled vibrational modes, and non-collocated sensing found in lightweight robot arms such as inflatable arms [13] , robots with series elastic actuation, satellites with booms or large solar panels, and large space structures.
A Simple Example
We present our method applied to a simple double integrator example, with second order unmodeled dynamics or an unknown delay. We then compare our method to a perturbation-based robust control design approach. Consider a nominal linear plant which is a double integrator (mass = 1) sampled at 1kHz. The state vector x consists of the position p and velocity v. In this example the feedback control law has the structure u = Kx = k p p + k v v. An optimal Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) is designed for the nominal double integrator plant with a one step cost function of L(x, u) = 0.5(x T Qx + u T Ru). In this example Q = [1000 0; 0 1] and R = [0.001] resulting in optimal feedback gains of
The true plant is the nominal plant with the following unmodeled dynamics: a second order low pass filter is added on the input with a cutoff of 10 Hz, which simulates actuator dynamics. The transfer function for the unmodeled dynamics is ω 2 /(s 2 + 2γωs + ω 2 ), with a damping ratio γ = 1 and a natural frequency ω = 20π. There is no resonant peak and the unmodeled dynamics acts as a well behaved low pass filter. However, the unmodeled dynamics drive the true plant unstable when the feedback gains designed using the nominal plant model are used. Figure 1 shows simulations of these conditions: the blue dot-dashed line is the nominal plant with the original gains [−973 − 54], and the black dotted line shows the true plant with the original gains, which is unstable.
One way to design a robust control law is to optimize the parameters of a control law (in this case the position and velocity feedback gains) by evaluating them on several different models. The control law is simulated for a fixed duration D on each of M models for S initial conditions, and the cost of each trajectory, V m (x s , p), is summed for the overall optimization criterion, using the above one step cost function L(x, u):
, where w(m, s) is a weight on each trajectory. We will suppress the m superscript on V to simplify our results. We assume that each trajectory is created using the appropriate model and uses the appropriate model dynamics to calculate derivatives of V in what follows. First and second order gradients are summed using the same weights w(m, s) as were used on the trajectories.
Optimizing u = Kx for the nominal model and the nominal model with an added input filter with ω = 10π and γ = 0.5, with initial conditions (1, 0), results in feedback gains of [−148 − 16] . These gains are also stable for the true plant (ω = 20π, γ = 1). Figure 1 shows simulations of these conditions: The magenta dashed line shows the nominal plant with the gains optimized for multiple models, and the red solid line shows the true plant with the same gains. The multiple model gains are less aggressive than the original gains, and the true plant is stable and reasonably well damped.
A model with the same model structure as the true plant does not have to be included in the set of models used in policy optimization. Optimizing using the nominal double integrator model and the nominal model with an input delay of 50 milliseconds results in optimized gains of [−141 − 18] , which provide about the same performance on the true plant as the previous optimized gains. In inforcement learning of adding simulated perturbations to make the policy more robust. We use the method of common random numbers [14] (which has been reinvented many times and is also known as correlated sampling, matched pairs, matched sampling, and Pegasus [15] ) to optimize the policy. An array of random numbers is created, and that same array is used to perturb each simulation of the nominal system, typically by adding noise to the plant input u, while optimizing policy parameters. On the simple example, we found that the added noise needed to be quite large (uniformly distributed with limits ±1000N on each time step, 100 times the weight of the mass assuming a mass of 1) for the generated controller to work reliably on the true plant with the input filter with a cutoff of 10 Hz. Additionally, there was only a narrow window of noise levels that worked reliably, and higher and lower levels of noise produced unstable controllers quite often. Table I shows how adding input noise to the input of the double integrator during optimization affects robustness to delays in the double integrator, as measured by the maximum delay the controller can stabilize. Again, ±1000N uniformly distributed noise added to u on each time step provides the most robustness. However, this maximum robustness is less than that provided by optimizing with multiple models. We have found in general that added noise is not a reliable proxy for unmodeled dynamics. The challenging aspect of unmodeled dynamics is that small errors are correlated across time, leading to large effects.
II. RELATED WORK
See [16] for a more extensive discussion of related work. The term multiple models means different things in different fields. We use it to mean alternative plants that could exist. In machine learning it often means multiple model structures that are selected or blended to fit data. In control theory it has been used both for alternative global models and local models that divide up the state space [17] . In Multiple Model Adaptive Control and Multiple Model Adaptive Estimation (MMAC and MMAE) instead of computing one policy based on multiple models as is done in this paper, a policy is computed for each possible model. An adaptive algorithm learns to select or combine the individual policies.
Our gradient methods are analogous to reverse mode and reverse propagation of gradients in automatic/algorithmic differentiation, and the adjoint method [18] , [19] . There is a strong relationship between this work and Differential Dynamic Programming (DDP), which propagates value function information backward in time along a trajectory, and chooses optimal actions and feedback gains at each time step [20] , [21] . The optimization of global parameters and the general form of the value function update equations in [21] were an inspiration for this work. Our work suggests alternative forms of DDP, such as optimizing a trajectory-based policy discussed in Section V and a version which uses multiple models simultaneously.
Output feedback optimization computes the optimal control law for linear models when the structure of the control law is fixed, or when full state feedback is not available, and an observer or state estimator is not used [1] . Although linear matrix inequality (LMI) techniques are useful in addressing robust control design, we note that it is difficult to apply LMI or polytopic model-based optimal output feedback techniques to multiple models with different model structures since it is not clear how to interpolate between these models [1] . One can embed the multiple models in a much more complex single model so that structural differences become parametric differences, but that greatly complicates the design process. For linear systems one can interpolate models in the frequency domain, but it is not clear how to generalize frequency domain interpolation to nonlinear models with different structures. Varga showed how to apply multiple models to output feedback controller optimization where all models have the same state vector [1] .
Policy optimization (also known as policy search/refinement/improvement/gradient) is of great interest in reinforcement learning (RL) [12] . Typically a stochastic policy is used to provide "exploration" or from our point of view perform numeric differentiation to find the dependence of the trajectory cost on the policy parameters. Gradient learning algorithms such as backpropagation applied to a lattice network model of the trajectory-based computations or backpropagation through time applied to a recurrent network model result in similar gradient equations to this work [22] - [25] . One area of reinforcement learning that is also closely related to this work is that of adaptive critics [26] - [31] . Function approximation is used to represent both a policy π π(x, p) as we do and a parametrized global value functionV (x, ω ω). Gradient descent and other optimization techniques are used to learn p and ω ω. Our approach tries to avoid making a commitment to a global structure and parametrization for V (x) or V x (x) by using local quadratic models for V (x) (or equivalently local linear models for V x (x)). Lewis and Vrabie developed first order gradient equations for the special case when the policy is linearly parametrized [30] . Kolter developed a first order gradient formula that propagates derivatives forward in time for deterministic policy optimization, which, because it does not take advantage of value functions, is in general less efficient than our approach [12] , [16] . Kolter's approach is analogous to forward mode in automatic/algorithmic differentiation [18] .
III. ANALYTIC GRADIENTS
A wide variety of optimization algorithms can be used to optimize the policy parameters p. The goal of this paper is to provide efficient algorithms to calculate first and second order gradients of the total trajectory cost of a control law with respect to its parameters, to speed up policy optimization. We describe how to propagate analytic gradients backward along simulated trajectories. The gradient algorithms presented are intended to be used in a controller design process, so we assume one step cost function and the policy structure are known. Nominal models for the process are known or learned. In this section we will consider policy optimization problems using multiple discrete time models where there is no discounting, full state feedback is available, all the models use the same state vector, the policies are static, and there is no opponent. Later sections and [16] discuss extensions to the basic approach. We will show how to calculate the first and second order cost gradients for a single trajectory. The total derivatives for a set of models and trajectories are the sum of the derivatives for each trajectory.
A. First Order Gradient
A first order gradient descent algorithm updates the policy parameters in the following way:
where ∆p is the update, ε is a step size, and V p = ∂V /∂p. V p and other derivatives of scalars are row vectors. We will use a finite horizon to a fixed point in time to evaluate the policy. In this case the Bellman Equation (principle of optimality [20] ) becomes:
is the known one step cost function, x i+1 = F(x i , u i ) are the system dynamics equations appropriate for each model, and
is the cost of the remaining trajectory generated by starting at x k and using the policy u i = π π(x i , p). φ(x) is a terminal cost function evaluated at the end of the trajectory. We note that the one step cost function L() and terminal cost function φ() may depend on the model m, and also the initial state (s index). We will suppress this dependence in what follows, but it is straightforward to include it. The derivative V p is V 0 p , and we will use the notation V p and V 0 p interchangeably. i and k are temporal indices and can appear as either subscripts and superscripts as needed for readability.
To calculate a first order gradient we will approximate the dynamics, one step cost, policy, and value function V () with first order Taylor series approximations. For example, F(x, u) =F + F x ∆x + F u ∆u where we follow the conventions of [21] in that x, u, and p subscripts indicate partial derivatives evaluated with the appropriate arguments at that time point along the trajectory. Derivatives of scalars (L x , L u , V x , and V p ) are row vectors. Derivatives of vectors are matrices whose rows are the derivatives of the components of the original vector. F x is an N x × N x matrix, F u is N x × N u , π π x is N u × N x , and π π p is N u × N p . In this case, the derivatives of the Bellman Equation are:
and
We are suppressing the k superscripts on the right hand sides of these equations since every symbol not indexed by k + 1 is indexed by k. V 0 p is calculated by using these equations to propagate V and its derivatives backward in time along the trajectory. We are making extensive use of the chain rule. For a terminal cost function φ(x), V D x = φ x . Since φ() is independent of the policy parameters, V D p = 0. If there is no terminal cost function, V D x = 0. Equations 1 and 2 can be used in many ways in optimization. Backward passes to calculate ∆p can alternate with forward passes that generate new trajectories by using the new policy and integrating the appropriate dynamics forward in time for each model. Trajectory segments can be generated, as in multiple shooting. Trajectories can be represented parametrically and an optimization procedure can be used to make the trajectories consistent with the new policy and appropriate dynamics, as in collocation. A pure gradient method will potentially get stuck in bad local minima. [16] discusses ways to avoid such minima and also perform global optimization of a policy.
B. Second Order Gradient
Approximate second order gradients (Hessians) are useful for remedying the deficiencies of first order gradient descent. A second order gradient descent algorithm updates the policy parameters in the following way:
To calculate the second order gradient we will approximate the dynamics, one step cost, policy, and value function V () with second order Taylor series approximations. For example: F(x, u) =F + F x ∆x + F u ∆u + 0.5∆x T F xx ∆x + ∆x T F xu ∆u + 0.5∆u T F uu ∆u. We follow the conventions of [21] in that the second derivatives of vectors (F xx , F xu , F uu , π π xx , . . .) are third-order tensors. A quadratic form including the second derivative of a vector such as ∆x T F xu ∆u is a vector whose jth component is the quadratic form using the second derivative of the jth component of the original vector: ∆x T F j xu ∆u. Another useful formula is the product of a row vector v, a matrix A, the third order tensor (π π xp for example), and another matrix B which is: v(Aπ π xp B) = ∑ j v j (Aπ π j xp B) We note that cross derivatives are independent of the order in which the derivatives are taken, so
This results in the following recursion in time for the second order derivatives of V :
V 0 pp is calculated by using these equations to propagate V and its derivatives backward in time, again making extensive use of the chain rule. For a terminal cost function φ(x),
There are a wide variety of ways to use first and second order gradients in optimization, and our methods to calculate gradients can be used in many of them.
C. Discounting
It is often useful to apply a discount factor γ to the Bellman Equation: V k () = L() + γV k+1 (). This is easily handled by modifying the above algorithms, either by multiplying each occurrence of V k+1 and its derivatives in the above derivative propagation equations by γ, or equivalently, including the discounting as a separate step interleaved with the above derivative propagation equations:
IV. LINEAR QUADRATIC BILINEAR REGULATOR
This section describes how to handle problems where full state feedback is not available, and discusses a special case that is useful to compare to Optimal Output Feedback (OOF) and also Linear Quadratic Regulator control design. The plant is linear (second derivatives of F are zero), the one step cost function is a pure quadratic, the policy is bilinear in x and p: u = KCx, and the state x = 0 is an equilibrium point. The gain matrix K contains the adjustable policy parameters and acts on a measurement vector (output) y = Cx of dimensionality N y . To better relate to the existing literature on OOF and LQR design, we will use the notation A = F x , B = F u , Q = L xx , S = L xu , and R = L uu . These quantities and C are time invariant and independent of x. The value function is quadratic in x and p. This defines the Linear Quadratic Bilinear Regulator (LQBR). Although linear policy design methods from the output feedback controller optimization community are in general more efficient (this depends on problem parameters such as M, D, S, N p , N x , and N u ) [1] , [16] we present this case to help the reader understand our approach and to prepare the reader for the nonlinear and time varying example we present (Section V). Unlike the LQR case, L x , L u , and V x are non-zero since the trajectories along which these quantities are evaluated start at non-zero states. The policy parameter vector p is the rows of K concatenated into a vector. π π x = KC, π π xx = 0, and π π pp = 0. The first order derivative propagation equations are:
and the second order derivative propagation equations are:
where
and 0 T is a row vector of N y zeros. The π π p matrix has N u rows and N p = N u N y columns. The product of a vector v of length N u and π π xp is given by the N x by N p matrix:
(1) and (2) or (6) can be used to update K. (9) is the standard LQR discrete time algebraic Riccati equation when S = 0 (no cross terms in the one step cost function) and C is an identity matrix (full state feedback).
Implementation Results
To verify the LQBR policy optimization algorithm and explore timing, we implemented first and second order policy optimization using both numeric (using finite differences of trajectory costs) and our analytic derivatives on the following system:
where T = 0.001, C is an identity matrix, and L(x, u) = 0.5(x T x + u T u), Since we have full state feedback, the policy (gain matrix K in u = Kx) has 12 free parameters. We can use LQR design to identify the optimal gain matrix: We tested optimization of K starting with the elements of K all equal to -1 (a stabilizing controller) along a trajectory starting at x = (1, 0, 0, 0) T . The starting cost of this trajectory is 1187 and the optimal cost is 850. Table II reports the computational cost and timing of each approach to reach a cost of 852. This cost threshold was chosen because all approaches were able to attain this cost. In Table II gradient or Hessian calculations, and Trajectories reports the number of trajectories integrated forward. All approaches varied the length of the trajectory during optimization with a maximum trajectory length of 15000 steps. Integration of a trajectory forwards in time is cut off early if the cost is larger than the current best cost, or if a good estimate of the total cost has already been attained (future costs will be small). ε and λ are adapted during the optimization to find steps that improve the cost. We see that for both first and second order approaches using analytic derivatives is faster than using numeric derivatives. An order analysis suggests that analytic approaches will scale better in the LQBR case than numeric approaches. The cost of computing the numeric first order gradient is proportional to N 2 x N p . The cost of analytically computing V x is proportional to N 2
x N u and the cost to compute V p is proportional to N x N u N p . For the LQBR case N p = N x N u , so the first order numeric gradient approach scales as N 3
x N u and the corresponding analytic approach scales as N 2
x N 2 u . For small N u the analytic approach has a factor of N x advantage, but for large N u ≈ N x the orders are the same. The cost of computing the numeric second order gradient is proportional to N 2 x N 2 p . The most expensive matrix multiply in the analytic second order gradient computation comes in computing V pp and is proportional to N u N 2 p . For small N u the analytic approach seems to have much better scaling, N u < N 2 x , and since N u will typically be smaller than N x we expect the analytic approach to typically scale better than the numeric approach. The second order analytic approach can be further improved by taking advantage of sparsity in π π p . We see from Table II that for this policy optimization problem second order approaches are faster than the corresponding first order approaches because the number of derivative calculations is much less.
V. LOCALLY LINEAR POLICIES
A case of particular interest to machine learning are control laws made up of collections of simple policies. Such control laws where only one simple policy is active at any one time lead to especially efficient policy update rules, relative to those of more complex global policies. In this paper we consider collections of policies that are affine: u(x, p) =ū +KC(x −x). There are several ways to generate such collections. We can divide the state space up into a grid or some other tessellation and place an affine policy in each cell. We can also place affine policies along a trajectory or at random locations in state space [32] and use nearest neighbor operations to find the closest affine policy based on an appropriate distance metric. At time k a single policy is used (the jth affine policy), and its adjustable parameters are (ū j ,K j ). We refer to this case as Locally Linear Policy Optimization (LLPO). The time varying version of this approach where on each time step k the kth affine policy is used is the policy optimization analog of Differential Dynamic Programming (DDP) [20] , [21] , which can be referred to as DDP-PO.
The key reason why using simple policies one at a time leads to efficient derivative computations is that updating the active policy j is decoupled from updating other policies. The second order gradient descent update typically has a very large reduction in computational cost. For simple policy j, first order gradient descent updates its parameters in the following way:
Note that the step size ε can now depend on the simple policy being updated (this is especially useful if adaptive step size algorithms are used). Since only simple policies that are actually used are updated this leads to a reduction in computational cost. The second derivative with respect to policy parameters V pp or Hessian matrix is block diagonal. Policy parameters of different simple policies do not interact, since only one policy operates on each time step and V x and V xx are used to decouple the current policy optimization from optimization of simple policies used in the future. Second order policy updates can be handled independently for each simple policy. Second order gradient descent updates the jth simple policy in the following way:
Inverting several small Hessian matrices is typically much less expensive that inverting a single large Hessian matrix. Note that the regularization parameter λ can now depend on the simple policy being updated, which is useful if the Hessians have negative eigenvalues of various magnitudes. The parameter vector for the jth affine policy p j concatenatesū j and the rows ofK j . If the jth affine policy is used on time step k, π π k x =K j C as in Section IV. The π π k p j matrix has N u rows and N u (1 + N y ) columns.
The product of a vector v of length N u and π π k xp j is given by the N x by N u (1 + N y ) matrix:
The derivative propagation equations along a trajectory are: 
For the affine policy currently in use (simple policy j):
For affine policies not currently in use but that have been used (simple policy l):
The update equations (14) or (15) are used.
Implementation Results
To verify the LLPO algorithm and explore timing, we implemented both numeric and analytic first and second order policy optimization on a pendulum swing up problem with the following dynamics:θ = (τ − mgl sin(θ))/I and one step cost function: L(x, u) = 0.5T (0.1θ 2 + τ 2 ), where x = (θ,θ) T , θ is the pendulum angle with straight down being 0, τ is a torque at the base, T = 0.01, the moment of inertia about the joint is I = 0.3342, the product of mass, gravity, and the pendulum length is mgl = 4.905, and C is an identity matrix. We have found the optimal trajectory (cost = 3.5385) using dynamic programming (DP) and differential dynamic programming (DDP) (Figure 2 Left). We can use these solutions to see how the optimal parameters of locally linear policies (ū, position gain k p , and velocity gain k v ) vary along the optimal trajectory (Figure 2 Right). We will use this problem to test algorithm timing in the context of numeric and analytical first and second order gradients on a 500 step trajectory. In the numeric approach we used finite differencing of total trajectory costs to numerically estimate V p and V pp . We can vary the number of affine policies and see how the cost of computing V p and V pp increases (Table III) . Table entries report time in milliseconds for one calculation of V p or V p and V pp for 10, 100, and 500 local policies. We see that analytic derivatives become relatively much cheaper to compute as the number of affine policies increases, since the numeric approaches have to vary all the parameters of all the simple policies to estimate derivatives, while the analytic approaches only require a number of updates related to the length of the trajectory and largely independent of the number of simple policies. The cost of the numeric first order gradient computation is proportional to the number of simple policies, while the numeric second order gradient computation grows with the square of the number of simple policies. In the analytic approaches the computational cost of finding the nearest neighbor simple policy and initializing all simple policies for each new trajectory depend on the number of simple policies. The cost for updating the policy gradients for simple policies not used on the current time step, inverting the Hessian matrices, and updating simple policy parameters depend only on the number of simple policies used, so in the worst case this cost is proportional to the length of each trajectory. Simple policies that have not been used on the current trajectory do not need to be updated until they are used. In practice the total cost of the analytic approaches is almost independent of the number of simple policies available or used.
Using a single simple policy at a time and using analytic derivatives makes optimization and learning possible for large complex policy optimization problems. In our experience so far using collections of simple policies, sometimes the second order analytic approach is faster than the first order analytic approach because it takes many fewer iterations to converge, and sometimes the first order approach has a slight edge. Either the solutions found are equivalent, or the second order approach finds a better solution.
Weighted Locally Linear Policy Optimization
The consequence of using multiple simple policies on each time step by forming a weighted average of the outputs is that the Hessian matrix may no longer be block diagonal or have a form that reduces the computational cost of inverting it. If on time step k the jth policy has the weight w j , then the derivatives of the policy also now have that weighting factor.
With the lth policy also active, cross terms between π π p j , π π p l , V xp j , and V xp l arise which destroy the block diagonal nature of the Hessian (V p j p l = 0). In the general case the Hessian is sufficiently full that (6) must be used to compute the second order update. We refer to this algorithm as Weighted Locally Linear Policy Optimization (WLLPO). The weights provide an interesting perspective on eligibility traces used in reinforcement learning. w j appears quadratically in some terms in the second order V p j p j update.
VI. HANDLING MULTIPLE MODELS WITH DIFFERENT STATES
So far we have assumed all of the multiple models have the same state vector in terms of which variables are in each element and the size of the state vector. We will outline what happens to the first order update formulas (Equations 1 and 2) when we are optimizing over multiple models with different state vectors z m . Since we are planning, we assume we know the dynamics of each model:
In order to use the same policy with all models, each model must provide a vector of observations: y = g m (z m ) and the common policy is a function of those measurements: π π(y, p). In order to use the same one step cost function L(x, u), each model must provide a way to generate a "nominal" state: 
The second order derivative propagation equations for V zz , V zp , and V pp are extended in a similar way (extensive use of the chain rule). During policy optimization the appropriate model specific dynamics, observation equation, h(), value function, and derivative propagation equations are used on each application of a model m to a starting point.
VII. DISCUSSION
See [16] for more discussion of how to handle constraints, policies with internal state, global optimization of policies, policy regularization, handling stochastic systems and dynamic policies, simplifying policy structures, adaptive grids and parametrizations, receding horizon control (RHC)/model predictive control (MPC), model following, continuous time policy optimization, minimax approaches to policy optimization, inverse optimal control, convergence, and how to best choose the distribution of models used in the design process based on experience with the system to be controlled, how to pick initial states, and how to weight the models and initial states during training.
When considering computer architectures that offer many cores or computational pipelines, it is important to note that both numeric and analytic gradient-based policy optimization algorithms are embarrassingly parallel. Each trajectory can be processed on a different processing element. Numeric derivative approaches are embarrassingly parallel on a finer scale, in that each forward integration of a trajectory with a particular set of policy parameters can be processed in parallel. Analytic approaches need to compute V x and V xx for a trajectory first, then V xp , and then V p and V pp , so a little more care is needed to implement parallelism at the single trajectory level, but it is still relatively easy to do with some additional memory cost.
VIII. CONCLUSION
We presented a policy optimization approach that achieves robustness by simultaneously designing for multiple models. We developed analytic first and second order derivatives for efficient control law design using gradient-based algorithms. The gradient-based approach enables handling of nonlinear and time-varying models and policies, and multiple models with different model structures. We described a generalization of LQR design: the Linear Quadratic Bilinear Regulator (LQBR) and presented some implementation and timing results, with a comparison to a perturbation-based policy optimization approach. We emphasized that uncorrelated additive or multiplicative noise is a poor proxy for unmodeled dynamics in control law design. We highlighted the benefit of control laws made up of collections of simple policies where only one simple policy is active at a time. Controller optimization and learning is particularly fast and effective in this situation because second derivatives are decoupled.
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